June 29, 2021

Dear Ones:
My occasional eNewsletter went out the day before a Zoom Video three-way spontaneous
conversation at 8am in PDT, It was recorded and now can be seen and heard.. It was a
conversation that ventured widely into spiritual and mystical liminal realms. The ordinary
definition of “Liminal” is the space or threshold between “What Was” (as in before the pandemic)
and “What Next?” There were 600,000 American deaths and 29 million Americans who got
infected by COVID 19 and probably knew it could be fatal. I wonder about those who got infected
and survived. Did it change them to be this close to death? What about those whose loved ones
got infected, were isolated in hospitals, and died alone? Did they manage to communicate and
be seen in dreams or were they seen or heard from by loved ones who were awake? If so was it
received as meaningful and “real” or discounted as hallucinations? Our three-way conversation
went deeper or weirder (depending on one’s point of view). It made me think of The Three Wyrrd
Sisters in Celtic Mythology.

Women's Perspective
invites you to listen to a conversation about
emerging from the pandemic pause and noticing

The Gifts of Liminal Space
with
Nancy Napier and Jean Bolen

www.nancynapier.com

www.jeanbollen.com

Here’s a link to the conversation with Rosemary Williams, Jean Shinoda Bolen and
Nancy Napier on a recent Women’s Perspective CT Facebook Live conversation about
the opportunities and challenges of the liminal space opened up by the pandemic.
Click Here

Have you written act three of your life yet? There’s still time.
But first, we need to activate them.
Activate & Embody Powerful Goddess Archetypes to Become Bolder, Wiser &
More Authentically You.
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